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A B S T R A C T
A R T I C L E I N F O
Background: Crohn's Disease (CD) is an inflammatory disease of the gastrointestinal tract that affects millions of pa-

tients. While great strides have been made in treatment, namely in biologic therapy such as anti-TNF drugs, CD re-
mains a significant health burden.
Method: We conducted two meta-analyses using our STARGEO platform to tag samples from Gene Expression Omni-
bus. One analysis compares inactive colonic biopsies from CD patients to colonic biopsies from healthy patients as a
control and the other compares colonic biopsies from active CD lesions to inactive lesions. Separate tags were created
to tag colonic samples from inflamed biopsies (total of 65 samples) and quiescent tissue in CD patients (total of 39 sam-
ples), and healthy tissue fromnon-CD patients (total of 30 samples). Results from the twometa-analyseswere analyzed
using Ingenuity Pathway Analysis.
Results: For the inactive CD vs healthy tissue analysis, we noted FXR/RXR and LXR/RXR activation, superpathway of
citrulline metabolism, and atherosclerosis signaling as top canonical pathways. The top upstream regulators include
genes implicated in innate immunity, such as TLR3 and HNRNPA2B1, and sterol regulation through SREBF2. In addi-
tion, the sterol regulator SREBF2, lipid metabolism was the top disease network identified in IPA (Fig. 1). Top upreg-
ulated genes hold implications in innate immunity (DUOX2, REG1A/1B/3A) and cellular transport and absorption
(ABCG5, NPC1L1, FOLH1, and SLC6A14). Top downregulated genes largely held roles in cell adhesion and integrity,
including claudin 8, PAQR5, and PRKACB.
For the active vs inactive CD analysis, we found immune cell adhesion and diapedesis, hepatic fibrosis/hepatic stellate
cell activation, LPS/IL-1 inhibition of RXR function, and atherosclerosis as top canonical pathways. Top upstream reg-
ulators included inflammatory mediators LPS, TNF, IL1B, and TGFB1. Top upregulated genes function in the immune
response such as IL6, CXCL1, CXCR2, MMP1/7/12, and PTGS2. Downregulated genes dealt with cellular metabolism
and transport such as CPO, RBP2, G6PC, PCK1, GSTA1, and MEP1B.
Conclusion:Our results build off established and recently described research in the field of CD.We demonstrate the use
of our user-friendly platform, STARGEO, in investigating disease and finding therapeutic avenues.
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1. Introduction

Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) is a chronic relapsing disease that im-
pacts the entire gastrointestinal tract. IBD has two main categories: Crohn's
disease (CD) and ulcerative colitis (UC). CD is themore common of the two.
In North America, the annual prevalence of CD is 201 per 100,000
population.1 Crohn's disease is increasing in prevalence worldwide, the
highest incidence being in Europe and North America.2 CD is bimodal
when it comes to disease onset, the first peak is around age 30 years and
the second is around age 50 years.3 CD is classified as a heterogenous dis-
ease in respect to location, and severity. CD affects any part of the gastroin-
testinal tract with discontinuous transmural penetrating lesions that lead to
strictures and fistulas in both the small and large intestines.4 CD is a com-
plex etiology that likely involves both environmental triggers as well as
genetics.5 There are several environmental risk factors for CD such as
smoking, diet, gastrointestinal infections, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory
drug use, and antibiotic exposure.6 However, the true cause is unknown.

Recent work has implicated a host of susceptibility gene defects. NOD2,
a pattern recognition receptor that participates in intracellular bacterial im-
munity, was among the first identified.7 Defective NOD2 activity has been
tied to the dysfunction of innate immune responses and bactericidal activity
altering gut dysbiosis and epithelial barrier function.8–10 Other canonical
pathways involve IL-17 signaling and TREM1 expression.11,12 Inappropri-
ate activation of mucosal defenses results from the aberration of intestinal
cells' immune-regulatory capacity, leading to this condition's hallmark
transmural infiltration of lymphocytes and macrophages.

A lot of the genetic loci associatedwith CDare also responsible for T-cell
functioning. In CD there is self-perpetuating cycle of inflammation trig-
gered initially by increased T-helper (Th)1 and Th17, and this results in up-
regulation of proinflammatory cytokines: interleukin (IL)-17, interferon
gamma (IFN-γ), and tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-α).13

The recent discovery of specific genes such as CARD15/NOD2 is a step
in the right direction towards targeted immunotherapies. Finding gene var-
iants could also help in predicting which patients will have a more aggres-
sive disease course, in that case a more aggressive treatment is needed
upfront.14

Importantly, Crohn's disease introduces serious and potentially life-
threatening sequelae ranging from intestinal abscesses and obstructions to
bleeding, fistulae, and perforations (mortality rate of up to 4.5%).15

About 1 in 5 patients develop fistulas/abscesses or strictures.16 These debil-
itating sequelae underscore the importance of elucidating causes of CD de-
velopment and progression. Discerning the pathogenesis of CD will lead to
comprehensive approaches to both patients as well as those identified for
higher risk of CD development. Our STARGEO platform provides promise
in the effort to understand the influence of diet and genetics on gut
microbiome and immune response, furthering our efforts in creating holis-
tic and sustainable treatment through genomic analysis.

In the age of precisionmedicine, bioinformatics is an indispensable tool
for pushing care forward, but the expertise needed often makes it inaccessi-
ble to clinicians and researchers. STARGEO represents a bridge for clini-
cians and researchers with limited technologic expertise to conduct
robust meta-analyses. Here, we demonstrate STARGEO as a tool in pathol-
ogy informatics with this study on CD.

2. Methods

There is a wealth of pathological samples and data available to conduct
insightful analysis but accessing and analyzing data may be a challenge for
researchers and pathologists alike. The National Center for Biotechnology
Information (NCBI) Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) is one of the largest
databases available to researchers. GEO is an open database containingmil-
lions of biological samples from genomics experiments. Dr. Dexter Hadley
developed the Search Tag Analyze Resource for GEO (STARGEO) platform
for clinicians and researchers to tag samples from GEO and perform meta-
analysis of large datasets to motivate discovery. To prove the utility of
this tool, we investigated CD to provide insights to pathogenesis and
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discern possible therapeutic avenues. STARGEO uses a standard random
model for meta-analysis to generate both meta p-values and effects size
across studies. Study weight percentages were calculated using the inverse
variance method via the DerSimonian-Laird estimate.17 More information
on STARGEO and can be found in our previous paper.18 A representative
image illustrates how samples are tagged on STARGEO (Fig. 1).

We conducted two separate meta-analyses, one comparing inactive co-
lonic biopsies from CD patients to colonic biopsies from healthy patients
as a control and another comparing colonic biopsies from active lesions in
CD patients compared to inactive lesions from the same patient. The pur-
pose of the former was to understand the pathophysiology of CD and the
latter to discern inflammatory changes that drive active disease and CD
flares. The diagnosis of CD was according to standard clinical and patho-
logic criteria.19 Active vs inactive lesions were defined grossly and then
classified by blinded gastrointestinal pathologists. The series used for the
two meta-analyses included GSE17594, GSE6731, and GSE75214.20–22

Separate tagswere created to tag actively colonic samples from inflamed bi-
opsies in CD patients (total of 65 samples), quiescent tissue in CD patients
(total of 39 samples), and healthy tissue from non-CD patients (total of 30
samples).

We were able to extract approximately 22,000 genes for each of the
meta-analyses conducted using STARGEO.We analyzed gene signature out-
puts with Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA), to genes showing statistical
significance (p < 0.05) and an absolute experimental log ratio greater
than 0.1 between case and control samples.23 A total of 174 and 390
genes were included in the inactive vs control and active vs inactive
meta-analyses, respectively. These selected genes were used for the next
step analysis in IPA to dissect biological process, disease mechanisms, and
potential biomarkers and therapeutic targets that were described in this
manuscript. Table 4 details the most upregulated and downregulated
genes for these analyses. See supplemental tables S1 and S2 for a complete
list of gene p-values and experimental log ratios.

All data analyzed were taken from Gene Expression Omnibus. There
was no interaction or intervention with human subjects and no involve-
ment with access to identifiable private patient information. As such, no
IRB approval was necessary.

3. Results

3.1. Canonical pathway, disease function and network analysis

Our inactive CD vs healthy colon biopsies (IvH) and active CD vs inac-
tive CD (AvI) meta-analyses demonstrated thousands of genes with signifi-
cant differences between case and control samples. We analyzed genes that
demonstrated statistically significant (p < 0.05) and marked difference in
expression (absolute experimental log ratios >0.1) in Ingenuity Pathway
Analysis to highlight disease processes and functions that define CD risk
factors and pathogenesis. A total of 174 and 390 genes from the IvH and
AvI analyses, respectively, were analyzed.

The top five canonical pathways in IvH included farsenoid X receptor
(FXR)/retinoid X receptor (RXR) activation, superpathway of citrulline me-
tabolism, liver X receptor (LXR)/RXR activation, atherosclerosis signaling,
and urea cycle (Table 1). For AvI, the top five canonical pathways included
granulocyte adhesion and diapedesis, agranulocyte adhesion and diapede-
sis, hepatic fibrosis/hepatic stellate cell activation, lipopolysaccharide
(LPS)/interleukin-1 (IL-1) inhibition of RXR function, and atherosclerosis
signaling (Table 1). Both analysis share similarities in atherosclerosis and
bile acid receptor signaling (LXR/RXR/FXR function) but otherwise differ
and likely represent differences in disease stage, with AvI highlighting in-
flammatory processes. It has been postulated that IBD and atherosclerosis
share common pathogenic pathway, though much remains uncertain.24

To identify the pathologic processes that define underlying CD disease
and risk (IvH) and CD flares (AvI), we used IPA to identify disease func-
tions. We looked at disease functions that were predicted to be activated
and with a z-score of >2. IvH disease function was mainly characterized
by changes in lipid profiles and metabolism, along with recruitment of



Fig. 1.A screen capture of how to use STARGEO. Relevant experiments can be searched and samples from those experiments can be tagged using the regex function as shown.

Table 2
Top ten disease functions associated with genetic differences in inactive CD colon
samples vs normal controls and active vs inactive CD samples. Activation z-score
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immune cells (Table 2). Predictably, AvI disease function largely featured
inflammatory processes and recruitment of tumor cells such as “invasion
on tumor cell lines”, “cell movement”, and “adhesion of immune cells”
(Table 2).

Lastly, we further characterized pathogenesis in our two analyses using
the IPA Network analysis.23 IPA ranks networks from the Global Molecular
Network based on the number of focus genes from given networks that
match with our analysis. Significance is given by the p-score (p-score =
−log10(p-value)). We identified 12 networks for IvH and 25 networks for
AvI. Both analyses highlighted several disease pathologies (Table 3), with
the top network for IvH dealing with lipid metabolism similar to what
was highlighted in our disease function analysis (Fig. 2).
Table 1
Top five canonical pathways associated with genetic differences in inactive CD co-
lon samples vs normal controls and active vs inactive CD samples. CD (Crohn's Dis-
ease), FXR (farnesoid X receptor), RXR (retinoid X receptor), LXR (liver X receptor),
LPS (lipopolysaccharide), and IL-1 (interleukin-1).

Overlap p-Value

Top canonical pathways in inactive CD vs Healthy control
FXR/RXR activation 7/137 4.62E-05
Superpathway of citrulline metabolism 4/39 1.46E-04
LXR/RXR activation 6/128 2.61E-04
Atherosclerosis signaling 6/128 2.61E-04
Urea cycle 3/20 3.33E-04

Top canonical pathways in active vs inactive CD
Granulocyte adhesion and diapedesis 27/180 5.62E-18
Agranulocyte adhesion and diapedesis 25/193 3.15E-15
Hepatic fibrosis/hepatic stellate cell activation 24/186 1.25E-14
LPS/IL-1 mediated inhibition of RXR function 26/224 1.26E-14
Atherosclerosis signaling 20/127 4.44E-14
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3.2. Top up and downregulated genes and causal analysis

Next, we focus on the top upstream regulators and top up and downreg-
ulated genes in our analyses. IPAUpstreamRegulator analysis identifies up-
stream transcription regulators that best reflect our observed genetic
expression dataset.23 The p-values are based on the degree of overlap of
and p-values shown.

Activation Z-Score p-Value

Top disease functions in inactive CD vs healthy control
Concentration of fatty acid 6.73E-04 2.907
Cell movement of neutrophils 1.91E-04 2.586
Fatty acid metabolism 2.65E-04 2.527
Extravasation 5.30E-04 2.395
Transport of lipid 7.40E-05 2.323
Adhesion of immune cells 5.28E-03 2.218
Mass of fat pad 4.52E-03 2.213
Synthesis of lipid 7.37E-04 2.198
Concentration of lipid 6.19E-08 2.195
Extravasation of cells 4.82E-04 2.190
Top disease functions in active vs inactive CD
Invasion of tumor cell lines 7.49E-18 5.764
Cell movement of tumor cell lines 8.25E-22 5.698
Cell movement 1.15E-32 5.335
Invasion of cells 1.81E-26 5.130
Migration of cells 1.23E-35 5.103
Adhesion of blood cells 1.11E-26 4.952
Cell movement of myeloid cells 9.86E-37 4.833
Proliferation of muscle cells 5.65E-16 4.823
Adhesion of immune cells 2.16E-26 4.793
Migration of tumor cell lines 1.41E-17 4.755



Table 3
Top five molecular networks associated with genetic differences in inactive CD co-
lon samples vs normal controls and active vs inactive CD samples. Significance is
given by the p-score (p-score = −log10(p-value)).

Score

Top molecular networks in inactive CD vs healthy control
Lipid metabolism, molecular transport, small molecule biochemistry 47
Antimicrobial response, humoral immune response, inflammatory disease 34
Endocrine system disorders, gastrointestinal disease, immunological disease 32
Cellular movement, hematological system development and function, immune
cell trafficking

29

Amino acid metabolism, cell signaling, developmental disorder 29

Top molecular networks in active vs inactive CD
Cancer, cardiovascular system development and function, organismal injury
and abnormalities

40

Cellular movement, hematological system development and function, immune
cell trafficking

35

Connective tissue disorders, organismal injury and abnormalities, skeletal and
muscular disorders

33

Gastrointestinal disease, hepatic system disease, liver steatosis 33
Lipid metabolism, molecular transport, small molecule biochemistry 27

Table 4
Summary of the list genes that are the most upregulated and down-regulated in our
meta-analysis of inactive Crohn's disease vs healthy control and active vs inactive
Crohn's disease. Experimental log ratios are shown.

Top upregulated genes Tope downregulated genes

Inactive CD vs
Healthy

Active vs Inactive
CD

Inactive CD vs
Healthy

Active vs Inactive
CD

DUOX2 0.359 IL6 0.370 CLDN8 −0.401 CPO −0.406
REG3A 0.354 CXCL8 0.332 SLC16A9 −0.335 GSTA1 −0.292
REG1B 0.342 CXCL1 0.319 PAQR5 −0.275 MEP1B −0.261
DEFA6 0.320 MMP7 0.313 MT1M −0.259 SLC5A12 −0.254
NPC1L1 0.318 MMP1 0.292 SLC38A4 −0.234 RBP2 −0.245
SLC6A14 0.303 PTGS2 0.288 CD177 −0.229 GSTA2 −0.245
REG1A 0.299 TNFAIP6 0.281 MCOLN2 −0.217 G6PC −0.238
ABCG5 0.295 FCGR2A 0.271 PIGZ −0.216 KCNJ13 −0.236
SULT1E1 0.292 MMP12 0.266 PRKACB −0.211 PCK1 −0.236
FOLH1 0.280 CXCR2 0.266 CA12 −0.202 SLC13A1 −0.234
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known effector targets and our gene list. The top up and downregulated
genes for our analyses are detailed in Table 4 and in-text.

For the IvH analysis, top upstream regulators included transcription re-
ceptor STAT3 (p= 2.48E-08), the pattern recognition receptor toll-like re-
ceptor 3 or TLR3 (p = 6.48E-08, predicted activation), the
ribonucleoprotein HNRNPA2B1 (p = 1.22E-07), and sterol regulatory ele-
ment binding transcription factor 2 or SREBF2 (p=1.50E-07). The top up-
regulated genes have activity namely in the innate immune response and
cellular transport and absorption. The most upregulated genes have impli-
cations in the innate immune response and included the reactive oxygen
species (ROS) generator dual oxidase 2 or DUOX2 (p = 9.11E-07) and
the bacterial C-type lectins REG3A (p = 1.12E-02), REG1A 1.17E-02, and
REG1B (p = 3.06E-02).25–28 Additionally, we found stark upregulation in
genes involved in cholesterol absorption including the ABC transporter
Fig. 2. Top network (Lipid Metabolism, Molecular Transport, Small Molecule Biochemis
Network analysis. Legend illustrates class of the gene. Red indicates upregulation and g
lines depict direct and indirect, respectively, relationship between genes. Figure was ge
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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ABCG5 (p = 4.86E-07) and Niemann-Pick C1-like 1 or NPC1L1 (p =
1.06E-08).29,30 Other top upregulated molecules are important in cellular
metabolism and homeostasis including the transmembrane glycoprotein
and glutamate carboxypeptidase FOLH1 (p = 1.70E-03) and the neutral
and cationic amino acid transporter SLC6A14 (p = 6.55E- 06).31,32 Lastly,
our analysis revealed inference of estrogen signaling in CD with upregula-
tion of the g protein-coupled estrogen receptor SULT1E1 (p = 3.15E-
04).33 Gut-epithelial integrity is influenced by abnormal lipid profiles so
we studied the downstream effects of the upstream regulator SREBF2.34

IPA implicated SREBF2 signaling with several of the genes described
above including ABCG5, REG1A, REG1B, and NPC1L1 (Fig. 3). We also
identified links with genes relevant to anti-bacterial activity and the im-
mune response including the bacteriostatic lipocalin-2 or LCN2 (p =
3.62E-11), the several cytokines including CXCL1 (p = 1.55E-03), CXCL8
(p=3.16E-02), and CXCL11 (p=1.35E-07).35 This suggests a relationship
between disruption of cholesterol homeostasis and a contributory pro-in-
flammatory response to CD.
try) in the inactive Crohn's disease vs healthy control meta-analysis identified by IPA
reen downregulation, with shade depicting magnitude of change. Solid and dashed
nerated using Ingenuity Pathway Analysis. (For interpretation of the references to



Fig. 3. Ingenuity pathway analysis of SREBF2 signaling in our analysis of inactive Crohn's disease. Genes are implicated in several disease potential disease processes
including innate immune response, immune cell recruitment, and cellular transport. Legend illustrates relationship between genes. See Fig. 2 legend for identification of
shapes.
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For the top downregulated genes in IvH analysis, we found genes namely
involved in cell adhesion and epithelial integrity. The most downregulated
gene was the tight junction protein claudin 8 (p = 1.11E-14). Additionally,
we found downregulation of progestin and adipoQ receptor 5 or PAQR5 (p
= 2.129E-03), with recent studies suggesting a role in progestin in epithelial
barrier function.36 Furthermore, the cAMP-dependent kinase PRKACB (p =
2.79E-5), which helps maintain epithelial homeostasis through the nuclear re-
ceptor LRH-1, was starkly downregulated.37 Other top downregulated genes
deal with cellular metabolism, transport, and physiology. In terms of cellular
transport and metabolism, we found downregulation of the cationic trans-
porter SLC38A4 (p = 9.74E-07), the monocarboxylate transporter SLC16A9
(p= 1.28E-10), and the pH regulator carbonic anhydrase CA12 (p= 4.06E-
02). Also, we found downregulation of the GPI mannoslytransferase PIGZ (p
=1.06E-02), which is a part of glycolipid biosynthesis.38 Other top downreg-
ulated genes are not as well described butmay be aberrantly expressed in IBD.
We noted downregulation of the metallothionein MT1M (p = 7.38E-09),
which have high content of cysteine residues and bind heavy metals and
may have some relation to IBD.39 Lastly, we found downregulation of the re-
cently described mucolipin 2 or MCOLN2 (p = 1.95E-06), an ion channel
whose function remains obscure but may be critical to normal immune cell
function.40

For the AvI analysis, top upstream regulators included LPS (p= 3.79E-
57, with predicted activation), tumor necrosis factor or TNF (p=5.40E-46,
with predicted activation), IL1B (p=3.62E-40, with predicted activation),
and transforming growth factor B1 or TGFB1 (p=4.33E-39, with predicted
activation). Expectedly, the top upregulated genes have pro-inflammatory
properties. The top upregulated gene was the pro-inflammatory cytokine
interleukin-6 or IL6 (p = 4.49E-02). Among other top upregulated genes,
we found chemokine and chemokine receptors like chemokine ligand 1
or CXCL1 (p = 4.86E-03) and CXC receptor 2 or CXCR2 (p = 4.37E-02).
Several matrix metalloproteinases were represented in our top genes,
such as MMP1 (p = 6.67E-04), MMP7 (p = 6.13E-04), and MMP12 (p =
2.82E-08). Of note, the pro-inflammatory cyclooxygenase 2 or COX-2/
PTGS2 (p = 2.76E-03) was upregulated. Lastly, we found upregulation of
the novel secretory necrosis factor-inducible protein TNFAIP6 (p =
4.44E-16), whose exact function is still poorly described but serves as a bio-
marker in IBD.41

The top downregulated genes for the AvI analysis largely functioned in
cellular metabolism and transport. Interestingly, the top downregulated
gene carboxypeptidase O or CPO (p=3.47E-02) is an enzymewith largely
unknown function but its relative carboxypeptidase E or CPE may be
5

protective against colitis.42,43 Other downregulated genes hold essential
positions in metabolism such as retinoid binding protein 2 or RBP2 (p =
6.19E-05), a protein involved in the uptake and metabolism of vitamin
A.44 Other downregulated genes are required in glucose metabolism,
counting glucose-6-phosphotase or G6PC (p=3.29E-03) and phosphoenol-
pyruvate carboxykinase 1 or PCK1 (p=3.06E-05).45,46 Additional genes of
note have transporter functions like the potassium channel KCNJ13 (p =
1.38E-02), the sodium-sulfate cotransporter SLC13A1 (p = 8.13E-04),
and the sodium-coupled solute transporter SLC5A12 (p = 1.52E-08).47

Other genes highlighted detoxification function, for instance the glutathi-
one S-transferases GSTA1 (p = 2.91E-03) and GSTA2 (p = 1.28E-03).48

The last downregulated gene worth mentioning was meprin 1B or MEP1B
(p = 3.86E-06), a zinc metalloprotease expressed in the intestinal brush
border that may protect against pathologic gut microbes.49 Since TNF has
a pivotal role in CD, as evidenced by the success of anti-TNF inhibitors,
we examined the relationship between TNF as an upstream regulator in
our analysis with the top up and downregulated genes above. Fig. 4 illus-
trates the relationship between TNF and several of the genes described
above, demonstrating the various effects TNF plays in CD pathogenesis.

4. Discussion

With the currently unknown pathogenesis of CD, a genomic source is
very likely given the change in regulation of the genes discussed above.
This is further explained by the strong family history component of the
disease.50 A strong next step would be to trace CD-diagnosed family mem-
bers and see if the genes are active between them as well. Using the above
data, we can already postulate that with the genes being active more in CD
patients than in others, it likely plays a role in disease manifestation or pro-
gression or is altered as a result of other CD pathogenesis.

We conducted meta-analysis of colon samples from inactive Crohn's pa-
tients compared to healthy controls to discern the baseline changes that
characterize CD. Our results also showcase the role of innate immunity in
predilection to CD. Immune function was represented in our top disease
function and network analysis (Tables 2 and 3). The gut mucosa maintains
a delicate balance through interactions of the mucosal immune system and
the intestinal microbiota.51 Intestinal epithelial cells hold both barrier and
innate immune function for gut homeostasis that is disrupted by loss of gut-
epithelial integrity and chronic inflammation in IBD. TLR3 was one of the
top upstream regulators in our analysis. TLR3 is a pattern recognition recep-
tor of the innate immune system that is classically activated by double-



Fig. 4. Ingenuity pathway analysis of TNF signaling in our analysis of active vs inactive Crohn's disease. Genes are implicated in several disease potential disease processes
including the inflammatory response, metabolism, and transport. Legend illustrates relationship between genes. See Fig. 2 legend for identification of shapes.
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stranded RNA.52 In the context of IBD, its activation may lead to predilec-
tion of disease through the chemokine CCL20.53 CCL20 expression is linked
to pathogenic bacteria and can be attenuated through treatment of com-
mensal bacteria in vitro.54 Targeting CCL20 has been proposed to target in-
flammation and may be promising in treatment of IBD.55 TRL3 may also
influence IBD pathogenesis through induction of the alternate complement
pathway in the mucosa.56 The most upregulated and downregulated in our
analysis suggest compromise of both barrier and enterocyte function, along
with maladaptive inflammatory changes. For innate immunity, we found
stark upregulation of the oxidase DUOX2, bactericidal c-type lectin and
REG family genes REG1A/1B/3A, and the alpha defensin DEFA6. DUOX2
is expressed in gastrointestinal cells and produces reactive oxygen
species.25 DUOX2 has been shown to shape the microbiota in pediatric
CD patients.57 Likewise, the antibacterial peptide DEFA6 may shape the
microbiome and its upregulation in IBD patients is correlated with cytokine
induction. Additionally, DEFA6, along with REG1A/1B/3A, is expression
correlated with cytokine induction in IBD.58 The c-lectins encoded by
REG1A, REG1B, and REG3A play similar roles to DEFA6 and DUOX2 in en-
terocyte innate immune function through bactericidal action.28 Restoring
immune homeostasis is a promising direction in the treatment of IBD.
One avenue to accomplish this is through probiotics, which has been
shown to improve intestinal barrier function and protect against inflamma-
tory changes.59

Our results highlight various cellular pathways and functions, such as
innate immune cell signaling, lipid homeostasis, intestinal–epithelial integ-
rity, and ionic transport. We begin this discussion with the top canonical
pathways identified by IPA (Table 1). We found FXR/RXR and LXR/RXR
activation. FXR is a ligand of bile acids and is paramount to bile acid synthe-
sis and homeostasis.60,61 The purpose of bile acid-mediated activation of
6

FXR in CD are just being described with CD patients showing higher signal-
ing of FXR compared to control patients.62 The implications of this increase
are still being explored but FXR has been implicated in colitis as a modula-
tor of intestinal immunity in murine models.63 Additionally, bile acids are
toxic in excess, with dysregulated FXR activity linked to progression in
IBD.64 While FXR is responsible for bile acid regulation, LXR and RXR reg-
ulate lipid metabolism. It is through regulation of lipid metabolism and
other facets of gastrointestinal homeostasis that LXR and RXR are involved
in CD.65 RXR and LXR largely mediates anti-inflammatory effects with de-
ficiency linked to colitis susceptibility in murine models and reduced ex-
pressions noted in IBD patients.65 Thus modulation of bile acid signaling
may serve therapeutic role in the treatment of IBD, which may be accom-
plished by bile acid sequestrants or by other means.

In addition to immune dysregulation, our results implicate changes to
cholesterol metabolism (Tables 2 and 3). We discussed some changes to
lipid metabolism through bile acid receptor activity above. We found up-
regulation of NPC1L1, which encodes a protein responsible for cholesterol
absorption. Acute high cholesterol in animal models can lead to an inflam-
matory response that is dependent on NPC1L1.30 Similarly, the ABC trans-
porter ABC5 limits intestinal absorption and promotes excretion of
sterols.29 Interestingly, ABCG5 and ABCG8 may regulate TLR-induced in-
flammation. There has been recent evidence for the utility of statin therapy
in the treatment of colitis. Statin use in animal models of colitis has been
shown to have disease modifying effects.66 Recent clinical studies expand
on murine models and suggest statin therapy can protect against develop-
ment of CD.67,68

To predict genetic changes during CD flares, we did a meta-analysis
comparing colonic biopsies of active Crohn's patients to inactive Crohn's pa-
tients. As with our analysis of healthy colon samples compared to inactive
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Crohn's, the results of our analysis illustrated changes to immune activity.
Top canonical pathways included granulocyte and agranulocyte adhesion
and diapedesis, and LPS/IL-1 mediated inhibition of RXR function as top
pathways (Table 1). Unsurprisingly, the top two canonical pathways as
well as top disease functions and networks highlighted immune cell recruit-
ment (Tables 1–3). Additionally, top upstream regulators included immune
mediators such as LPS and TNF. As discussed above, CD patients have
higher serum levels of LPS and LPS itself can alter the microbiome in
IBD.69 Additionally, LPS induces inflammatory mediators such as TNF.69

TNF is classically described in CD, with anti-TNF therapy being approved
in 1998.70 TNF is involved in several disease processes in CD including neu-
trophil recruitment, granuloma formation, and epithelial permeability (Fig.
4).70 Additionally, top upstream regulators and genes also implicated in in-
flammation. The most upregulated gene is IL6, a pro-inflammatory cyto-
kine shown to be increased in both mesenteric and serum samples in
active CD patients.71 Likewise, the chemokine CXCL8, or IL8, has roles in
both gastrointestinal inflammation and malignancy, with antagonism re-
lieving colitis in murine IBD models.72,73 Additionally, we found upregula-
tion of another chemokine, CXCL1, that also contributes to immune cell
recruitment and inflammation in CD.74 Lastly, increased expression of the
chemokine receptor CXCR2 is linked with chronic inflammation in IBD,
and CXCR2 knockout murine models demonstrated less neutrophil infiltra-
tion with limited mucosal damage and clinical symptoms.75,76

Aside from inflammation, our results reveal fibrosis and extracellular
changes as promoters of CD progression and flares. We identified hepatic fi-
brosis/hepatic stellate cell activation as a top canonical pathway. This path-
way is characterized by cellular proliferation and extracellular matrix
deposition. There is an evolving understanding of intestinal fibrosis being
independent, rather than a consequence of, inflammation in CD and a pos-
sible route for disease modifying therapy.77 Furthermore, the top upregu-
lated genes included several matrix metalloproteinases or MMPs. MMPs
shape the extracellular matrix of tissue and exert various biologic effects
through cleavage of bioactive proteins.78 MMPs have long been shown to
be elevated in IBD and shape epithelial barrier function, the immune re-
sponse, fibrosis, and other pathogenic activity.78–81 MMP expression have
also been linked to increased risk for fibrosis and malignancy in IBD.78

Our analysis illustrated upregulation of several MMPs including MMP1,
MMP7, and MMP12. These results support previous literature and its
value in future treatment and risk stratifying strategies for CD.

As with the IvH analysis, the top downregulated genes in the AvI anal-
ysis mostly dictate cellular metabolism, transport, and cellular detoxifica-
tion. The most downregulated gene was the membrane-bound
carboxypeptidase or CPO. This peptidase cleaves acidic and polar C-termi-
nal amino acids but, otherwise, much remains unknown.42 Its relative car-
boxypeptidase E has anti-inflammatory activity that is protective against
experimental colitis, so CPOmay share similar properties inmaintaining in-
testinal immune homeostasis.43We also observed impairment of detoxifica-
tion through the downregulation of glutathione S-transferases GSTA1 and
GSTA2. The glutathione transferases are enzymes that function in detoxifi-
cation of electrophilic compounds such as exogenous toxins and products of
oxidative stress.48 Downregulation of these enzymes are seen in IBD and
may contribute to pathogenesis.82 Additionally, there is downregulation
of other genes involved in metabolism including retinol-binding protein 2
(RBP2). RBP2 is present in intestinal epithelium and regulates uptake and
metabolism of vitamin A.83 Decrease of mRNA levels of RBP2 was identi-
fied in bout experimental murine models and IBD patient tissue, suggesting
an unfound role of RBP2 in maintaining intestinal homeostasis.84 Thus,
these genes may represent future biomarkers to disease activity and pro-
gression.

The results from our AvH analysis propose genetic drivers to CD pro-
gression and possible predictors to CD flares. Some of these genes may
have utility in stratifying aggressive disease and predict which patients
may benefit from earlier biologic therapy. Additionally, molecular and
gene-directed remain a high-priority for pharmaceutical targets. As noted
above with the mentioned genes, there are already viable targets for
which we have directed therapies, with examples being Tumor Necrosis
7

Factor Alpha and Infliximab.85 We anticipate therapies could be directed
towards, for example, TLR3 or the oxidase DUOX2 given the importance
they have with regulation of cell signaling and production of reactive oxy-
gen species, respectively. Potential next steps exist for gene therapy related
to the aforementioned genes such as FOLH1 and REG1A. Future studies
would require animal knock-out or knock-down models to examine full
gene ability. With upregulation of these genes noted in CD, a potential
gene therapy via a viral or other vector could be possible.

5. Conclusion

Crohn's disease (CD) is an inflammatory bowel disease with a range of
severity in both intestinal and extra-intestinal symptoms. The exact cause
of CD remains unknown. Our use of STARGEO aimed to elucidate the ge-
netic changes that define predisposition to CD and to flares of disease.
From our inactive CD vs healthy tissue analysis, we found genetic changes
in innate immune function through such immune mediators as STAT3 and
TLR3 and upregulation of DUOX2, bactericidal c-type lectins, and REG fam-
ily genes. Such changes appear maladaptive and may compromise intesti-
nal homeostasis. We also noted changes in genes involved in cholesterol
absorption and regulation, which have implications in both the immune re-
sponse and intestinal barrier function. Expectedly, our active vs inactive CD
analyses highlighted pro-inflammatory changes that characterize disease
flares. Overall, this study is an effective demonstration of STARGEO, a
promising, accessible tool for researchers and clinicians alike.
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